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Graduates Look Forward
Compiled By: Steven Lorenzen STAFF WRITER
Ian Hamina

Russ Picconi

Major: Accounting and Finance
Major: Marketing
Plans for the summer: Working for Plans for the summer: Hang out with
the technology firm Global Technology friends and study for the CPA
and Resources, Inc. in the marketing Plans for next year: I will be an audit
associate at BKD
department.
Future career goals: Open up a consulting
Plans for next year: Work in Denver
Future career goals: Go to grad school business
at University of California, Berkley to What are you going to miss most about
Regis: Playing baseball, spending time
become a professor in general business.
What are you going to miss most about (partying) with teammates
Regis: The people, friends and faculty, Advice for other students: Don't take
especially Susan Jacobsen (economics school too seriously.
professor).
Advice for other students: Stay in college
for as long as you can.

Max Tuppan

Em Freevert

Major: Nursing
Plans for the summer: Going to Mexico
and taking the NCLEX
Plans for next year: Get a job in an ICU
at a hospital
Future career goals: Work as a nurse
abroad and get my DNP
What are you going to miss most about
Regis: How easy it is to find something to
do
Advice for other students: No regrets;
don't be afraid to try everything because
there are so many opportunities you won't
come across outside of college.

Major: Music with a minor in peace and
justice
Plans for the summer: Relaxing and
finding a job or internship
Plans for next year: Not fully sure, just
get a job or internship
Future career goals: Go to grad school
in sound and light board engineering, then
work in a studio, possibly with musical
theater
Advice for other students: Enjoy college
but study hard and make sure to have fun.

Lessons Stitched on My Soul: Overrring Parking Options Increase
A Letter to the Next Generation of Rangers
Kate Newell, Class of2014
GlJEST WRJTER

of the Catholic church; it's patriotic to
question who is in leadership and why.

riving down the highway one
The best lessons at Regis aren't learned in
morning I glanced at a billboard that
the classroom and certainly can't be given
would change my life. It announced "An
a grade. The kindness, generosity and
education with a moral compass: Regis
love from this community set a standard
University," and that has been exactly
in our lives for how we serve, worship
what J received here. Professors and staff
and communicate. The most intelligent
held me accountable in a loving way for
students aren't those with the 4.0 G.P.A.
how I show up in the world and their
but those who anchor in their authenticity.
schooling has deeply challenged any
If others don't acknowledge you for
resemblance of a status quo. Am I being
standing in your truth, give yourself props.
the best servant of God and Living with
Mastering your greatness is something
gratitude? Am J leading by example and
you can't learn in a lecture, but makes the
am r gracefully aligned with my purpose?
constant homework worth it.
And am I flexible with my mind and heart,
knowing that life is measured by lessons
Here is some advice for your Regis
learned, not how many arguments were
journey:
won?
Take a music lesson for at least a
As students we hold tremendous power
semester.
at this university. And with great power
Jump into a new culture and paradigm
comes great responsibility, so remember
during a service trip.
to question everything. I still have a few
Fall in love (at least for a day) with a
questions, but there are many more to be
fellow Ranger.
uncovered by you! Is Brand Marketing's
Find a professor that speaks your
budget for a snarky campaign costing us
language, but challenges your
subconscious.
almost a million dollars-and why? What
layers of control does the archbishop have
Dress in a way that makes your soul
over our school to the point that we can't
feel free.
even hand out condoms or talk about safe
Go to mass at least once ... and listen
sex in the clinic- what's healthy about
within.
that? And why is there not a permanent
Don't choose a major based on
position on the Board of Trustees for a
anyone else's wishes beside your
own.
current Regis College student? Inquiring
about the truth and examining your source
Be good. Not good at something. Just
don't discount the stellar education we
be a good human.
receive here ... it proves we learned
something. The Jesuits are the rebels

D

Sophomore Kate Wipfler walks thorugh Lot s. Photo: Kaitlyn Strutt

David Macias STAFF WRITER

M

aybe you've noticed that some
changes have been made regarding
the parking situation on campus. You
can now park in the lot behind West Hall
overni~ht on Fridays and Saturdays.
Overrught parking is still not available in
lots one, two and three weeknights.
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"The change came from an initiative from
s~dent g~vemment and the student body,"
S:Ud Patrick Schlanger, Director of OperatiOns.
It may just be a small change but students
hope that with enough determination they
~ create more convenient parking times
tn the lots. Without the word of the student
~y and its perseverance, the change bebmd West Hall would not have happened.
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RU Protected?
Wades Into Uncomfortable Territory
Jen Samano STAFF WRITER

B

ekkab Abeyta is a glowing example
of the ideal Catholic college student.
She's a church-going, peace-and-justicemajoring,
community-organizing
sexual educator.

So maybe she isn't that ideal.
According to Abeyta, establishing a
student club that focuses explicitly on
sexual education and support is harder than
she thought. As a young adult with social
justice on her mind, she never intended to
step on the Catholic Church's toes when
she helped found RU Protected?
RU Protected? (RUP) was founded in
the fall of 2013 as part of a community
organizing class. Abeyta hoped to provide
a forum that was different than other oncampus groups that focus on sexual assault.
RUP's mission is to "change Regis' culture
around sex by making resources more
accessible, providing support groups and
changing the notion that sex can only
be talked about in terms of shame and
assault," Abeyta said.
RUP wanted to create a different
environment that would be honest, safe
and embracing of sex. "Sex is not a bad
thing," Abeyta said. RUP is all about
accessibility and hopes to become a wellknown resource on campus.

from STDs or STis without knowing what
to do-too embarrassed or confused to
know where or how to get help--made
the negativity inconsequential. Like any
health problem left untreated, STDs and
STis can have long-term consequences
like infertility.
Abeyta stressed that the lack of open sexual
education and resources on campus i~
unjust because women are more likely
to contract STDs or STis than men, and
Regis' student body is mostly women.
"We're not saying go sleep around or have
sex. But if you are or decide to, to do it
safely," Abeyta said.
CPS mission liaison Sr. Peg Maloney
agreed in identifying communication as the
cornerstone of both sexual health and
personal well-being.
"Sex education and understanding your
sexuality is extremely important," Maloney
said. "I think that perhaps what we don't
spend enough time working with students
on is what does it mean to communicate
physically with one another?"
But open communication requires a
conducive environment, and Abeyta said
from her experience Regis isn't that. She
said she faced either direct opposition or
verbal !iJ1pport that
wasn't backed up by action.

RUP leaders go the extra mile to help
students by doing things like providing
rides to check-ups at clinics for students
without cars. They hope to build a strong
team of reliable peer educators and sexual
health liaisons.
However, at a Catholic institution
intertwined with the Church, such groups'
missions are perceived as coming too
close for comfort in terms of contradicting
official teachings. In other words,
providing students with such resources is
feared as explicitly enabling and implicitly
condoning premarital, non-reproductive
sex.
Yet students like Abeyta see sex education
as a health right rather than an ideological
gray zone.
"It's an injustice we are all facing," she
said.
Though RUP founders were openly
called names like the "sluts on campus"
or "condom whores," they remam
unperturbed. Abeyta said it's her peers'
personal struggles that inspired her to
continue the group when the class ended.
Stories from Regis students who suffered
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This is why RUP made the choice of being
an unsanctioned student group rather than
a sanctioned club. Being unsanctioned
frees them from what they feared would
be unwanted inhibition and dictation from
the Univers1ty; 11 also means losing school
funding. To host on-campus events they
must be sponsored through a department
like Sociology or University Ministry. At
the beginning, RUP was even paying out
of pocket for snacks and other event costs.
However, the response by departments so
far has been warm and supportive, with
some willing to use their own budget to
help cover costs.
Maloney said that RUP isn't being as openminded as they purport.
"I think Regis would be interested in
helping that group [RUP] along if they
were to include things like natural family
planning and other things," she said. "1
think that's where you get off balance,
when you say this is the only way you're
going to be protected is to use condoms,
pills, or this or that. I think what's more
important is that we have to talk to students
about when do you really want to be
sexually intimate with somebody and what
commitment is there in that relationship."
Maloney returned to her main point that
sexual and spiritual health goes far deeper
than contraceptive devices and procedures,

suggesting that RUP should include things
like workshops or resources focusing
on understanding different forms of
communication.
Maloney also said it's important for college
students to know that their pastoral
and spiritual gu1des are an invaluable,
non-judgemental and accessible resource
for sexual and spiritual health. Maloney
said that unlike cut-and-dried Church
doctrine, pastoral support is local and
personal, helping both the religious and
non-religious adapt teachings to their
individual circumstances.
Regardless of denomination, sexual
education is especially important at
universities where even the most chaste
students cannot avoid exposure to sexual
topics. On a broader scale, for the Church
to gain strong youth support they will
have to face the nuances of sex in the 21st
century, which Jesuit Pope Francis has
already begun to do. Unlike many of his
predecessors, Francis has reached out to
women and encouraged Catholics to focus
less on issues like homosexuality and
contraception and more on things like the
preferential treatment of
the poor.
Perhaps if RUP and spiritual leaders came
together with open ears there would be
less push back and more accessible, reliable
and well-known on-campus resources for
sexual education. But more than anything
it wilJ take an active and engaged student
body to reach out to Regis ' administrative
decision makers.

I t imk that perhaps

Abeyta says her group will be there to
continue empowering students with the
support and resources to have their voices
heard.

what we don't
spend enough time

Clarification:

working with students on is
what does it mean to
comm~nicate physically with
one another?

On page six of our previous issue,
we ran the article ··Recycling on
Campus.'' The article incltJdcd a list
of recycling receptacles on campus.
ln addition to those listed. there are
three other recycling receptacle .
TI1esc arc located northY.cst of
Peter Claver Hall. south of Clarke
Hall, and behind Dayton \1emonal
Library. Additionally, there are 25
recycling cans located throughout
the common area.
The article misidentified one of
the full-time custodians. This
custodian's name IS Ana Parede .

- Sister Peg Maloney
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Sound Bytes

The Reel Deal

Cafe Rio

Captain America:
The Winter Soldier

The Used:
"Imaginary Enemy"
Elizabeth Gendill

STAFF WRITER

A

lternative rock and post-hardcore
band The Used released their new
album "Imaginary Enemy" on April I. As
the sixth album for the band that formed in
200 I, "Imaginary Enemy" is further from
their roots than anything else The Used has
come out with. The traces of the edgy posthardcore style and varied instrumentation
that made them popular have all but
disappeared. It has become difficult to
categorize The Used into a genre, and I
think that has become a problem. Fans no
longer know what to expect; those that fell
in love with their post-hardcore and metal
style will be disappointed in this album,
but then there are the alternative rock fans
that will most Likely love it.
For myself, this album has left me very
conflicted. There are plenty of catchy
tracks, like "Revolution" and "Cry." As a
fan of their harder stuff like "Sound Effects
and Overdramatics" and ''Blood on my
Hands" these songs are everything I could
have hoped for.

David Macias STAFF WRITER

A must-watch for every Marvel fan,
..t"\.it may just be the best Marvel film
yet. Although many might think that they
can't watch it unless they've seen the 2011
Captain America film, it serves as a standalone and there's no need to watch the first
one. That being said, if no other Marvel
film can get you into the series, this one will
make you want to watch the entire Marvel
Cinematic Universe in chronological order.
"Captain American: The Winter Soldier"
is the follow-up to 2012's "The Avengers"
and asides from his action in that movie,
this is the only other movie with Captain

America in action in the modem world.
His first movie involved his work in WWII
in defeating Hydra and the Red Skull. In
the new film, he fights against the chains
that hinder freedom and remnants of an old
enemy with a twist: the Winter Soldier. The
Winter Soldier, with weapons no one has
ever seen, as fast as Captain America and
just as strong, is giving Captain a run for
his money. Plus the Winter Soldier has a
completely metal arm. Captain America's
newest enemy is completely unknown to
him and his connections to Captain are
astounding. Definitely a movie to watch
with a 92% rating on Rotten Tomatoes and
perfect for any superhero fan.

Mr. Peabody & Sherman

f you are trying to find a quick bite
to eat and are craving Mexican
food. Cafe Rio 1s the perfect place!
This restaurant is very similar to
Chipotle and Qdoba; it is very simple
and easy to order. The menu spans
from salads to enchiladas to tostadas
and has a large variety of meat, beans
and salsas to add to your meal. In
addition to the many possibilities
available for an entree, there are also
a plethora of drink options. Not only
do they have fountain drinks but they
also serve traditional Hispanic drinks
such as horchata.

I

Cafe Rio is open:

Out of the II songs on the album, only a
few have elements of the post-hardcore
style that was common on their first few
albums. And that awesome instrumentation
that made "The Bird and the Worm" so
great, like that violin intro? Unfortunately,
you ' II find nothing ofthe sort in "Imaginary
Enemy."

All in all I may have been too bard on this
album. It is clearly different from their
earlier albums, but overall it is alright. It
would have been nice to bear a bit more
of their bardcore style, but one thing must
be said for this album. As disappointed as
I was when l first listened to it, even I have
to admit that it grows on you.

Karh Dcnk Fooo CRinc

In addition to the mouthwatering
food, the interior of Cafe Rio is
extremely unique! The restaurant is
designed to look like an authentic
Mexican or Hispanic town and is
ornamented with intricate lamps
and colorful tables. I would say that
Cafe Rio is an extremely enjoyable
restaurant for anyone to go to.

Then there are also the disasters on the
album like "A Song to Stifle Imperial
Progression (A Work In Progress)." Not
only is it a politically charged cheesy rock
song; the vocals, tune, instrumentation and
everything about this song is simply awful.
It's all meshed together and in my opinion
it just doesn' t work. It's a shame too; as
the heaviest track on the album I expected
much better.

My disappointment aside, most of the
alternative rock and pop stuff in the album
isn't half bad. "EI-Oh-Vee-Ee" is certainly
catchy and it even has a harder bridge that
includes a bit of screaming. The lyrics
may be a little cheesy but I will definitely
be playing this one on repeat for the next
few weeks. "Imaginary Enemy" and
"Generation Throwaway" are listenable as
well, just not particularly memorable.

Photos: Karli Denk

Monday- Saturday I 0:30am. to l 0 pm.,
Sunday II p.m. to 9 p.m.

Located at:

610 S: Colorado Blvd.
Glendale, Colo. 80246
(720) 389-3400
Or

14600 W. Colfax Ave.
Lakewood, Colo. 8040 l
(303) 802-8470
David Macias STAFF WRITER

A quirky movie that many might think
..t"\.is for kids. It is nonetheless a fun
movie to watch if you enjoy puns (whether
they be good or bad) and political jokes.
Whenever the story starts slowing down,
it gets amped up by another joke or funny
situation. The film is about Mr. Peabody,
an out-of-this-world dog who is the most
intelligent being in the world, as well as
his adopted son Shennan. The two build
a time-machine and use it for learning

experiences, but when Sherman uses the
time-machine on his own, he causes a
break in the space time continuum that
brings the past to them.
It's a pretty cheesy storyline but the
ridiculous situations and funny happenings
really keep the story moving along. It may
not be the first movie you think of, but you
should still at least consider it.

J

Playing-the Foreign Field
Sofi Torres STAFF WRITER
-4-1. Do these numbers sound
familiar to you? They should,
because those are the overall statistics for
our Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference
Regular Season Champions, the Regis
men's soccer team. 14 wins, four losses
and one tie. Pretty impressive statistics
for our Division II Regis Rangers, with an
average of280 people attending each home
game.

14

The men's soccer team has been doing a lot
of interesting recruiting for years. This past
season, eight of the 30 players on the men's
roster were international students, making
Regis the team with the most international
players of all RMAC men's soccer teams.
The players' home countries range from
England to Northern Ireland, Costa Rica,
Iceland, Germany and even New Zealand.
It seems head coach Tony McCall, who
himself is from Northern Ireland, knows
what he's doing in recruiting players from
other countries.
"It gives us more diversity and benefits
everyone. We all learn from each other,"
said freshman Hamilton Pennywell, a midfielder from Colorado.

Freshman Lewis Barrow, from Newcastle,
England, joined the team this year. "My
soccer coach here, Tony McCall, is friendly
with my college coaches (college in
England is 16-18 years prior to university)
and they set up a date where Tony could
come watch a game and he liked what he
saw which was nice for me," Barrow said.
"He rang me up and asked me if I'd like
to play at Regis; couldn't of been happier,"
Quite a few of the recruiting stories sound
similar to his. Martin Maybin, a junior
from Belfast, Northern Ireland, said,
"My high school professor brought to
my attention the opportunity to come to
the U.S. to further my studies as well as
playing college soccer and I was extremely
interested from the beginnirtg. The coach

Arnthor Kristinsson, Martin Maybin, Andreas Bitter, Louis Barrow. Photo: Sophi Torres

here is a close friend of his and so they
spoke about the possibility of me coming
here before the coach contacted me and
told me all about the team and the school.
We spoke a couple more times on the
phone before I decided that Regis was the
place for me."

because he knew my girlfriend's father
from when they went to college together. I
like what Tony and the school had to offer
so I decided to transfer to Regis."
Kristinsson transferred from Florida
International after two seasons. In his short
time here, he has already made a name for
himself with 17 points overall, including
one game-winning shot.

home, my focus would have been on my
club team," Maybin said. "I would have
played for my college team as well, but
club soccer is much more important than
college soccer back home."
"In a school that's so sheltered, it's good
for diversity and invites others to come and
bring more flavor to Regis," Pennywell said
in regards to why Regis should continue to
recruit international players.

Maybin has been named RMAC Player of
the Week twice, along with numerous AllAmerican titles in difference conferences.
His teammates recognize the contributions Sometimes for these players, the offer
from McCall comes out of the blue, as was "Soccer is much bigger in Germany than in
he brings to Regis.
the case with German graduate student the United States and developed nearly to a
Another interesting recruitment story Andreas Bitter. "After I applied for the 'religion,"' Bitter said as he discusses how
comes from junior Arnthor "Thor" M.B.A. program here at Regis, Head the sports culture in America differs from
Kristinsson from Akranes, Iceland. "I Coach Tony McCall recruited me for the that in Germany.
was playing for Florida International Regis soccer team," Bitter said.
"American culture differs from sports in
University in Miami and I decided that I
needed to transfer from there and one of Regardless of the recruitment process, that we focus on one or two sports from
the coaches I talked to was Coach Tony, McCall bas demonstrated his commitment a very young age," Barrow said. "I was
to bringing in these culturally diverse always just steeped in soccer and grew up
with it. I was never without a ball at my
players.
feet. Whereas here parents like their kids
"Coming here, it opened my mind to how to play a lot of sports as a kid to see which
different coaches and cultures play the they prefer then get better at the sport when
game differently. Back home a lot of work they are II or older. But back home it's
is did on the rough side of the game, and 'pick a sport early and get good at it early."'
very based on the technical side also, where
the culture in the U.S. is to make players as Since starting here, the international
athletes have noticed a few differences in
athletic as possible," Barrow said.
the cultures. Maybin said that other than
In Iceland they do things a bit differently. the fact that everything here is on a larger
"Back home in Iceland we don't play scale, "Irish people are very sarcastic and
for schools, we only play for clubs," like to joke a lot and the humor is very
Kristinsson said. "So if r would have different. That was something I had to
gone to a university back home, I most adjust to over time."
likely would have played with a semiprofessional team while attending school." Barrow had similar thoughts about the
He continued, "That would have been at a humor. "We have a different sense of
much higher level than the soccer is here, humor than most of the guys here, so we
but then I would have missed this great all just had to adjust to each other's or else
opportunity of living in the U.S. But luckily none of us could understand each other's
I can combine both because the soccer jokes," he said.
season in Iceland is over the summer, so I
"Another big thing is the country music,"
go home for the summer to play."
Kristinsson adds. "Everybody in America
Bitter said the same situation applies in loves country music, but back home
Germany; in Germany, they don't play nobody listens to it."
sports for school, but rather they play for
clubs. So his life would have been split Regardless of where they're from, the
between school and sport whereas here he men 's soccer team bas become more than
a team and their continual success is due,
can easily combine the two.
in part, to their strong ties and inherent,
"Club soccer is the big thing back home genuine care for one another on and off the
so if I had decided to attend college back field.

Coming here,
it opened my mind to how
different coaches and cultures
play the game differently.
Back home a lot of work
is did on the rough side of
the game
and very based on the
technical side also,
where the culture in the U.S.
is to make players as athletic
as possible.

Mental Toughness
.

Important on the Field and in the Classroom
Shelby Wieman ONLINE EDITOR

I

t was American long-distance runner
Lynn Jennings who said, "Mental will
is a muscle that needs exercise, just like
muscles of the body."

In athletics, mental practice is just as
important as physical. No one knows that
better than Jeni Shannon, a counseling
and sport psychologist at Regis University
who works with student-athletes across all
sports.
After a career-ending injury, Shannon was
forced to leave gymnastics at a fairly young
age. No longer able to compete in the same
way, Shannon stayed involved in the sport
through coaching. Seeing the sport she
loved from a new perspective inspired her
to continue working with athletes in one
way or another, helping them not only with
their physical game but also their mental
endurance. In college, Shannon realized
she could take her love of sports and pursue
a life-long career.

"" ... The In ental
gatne and n1ental
toughness plays a
huge role.
If you are solid up
top, you have a
better foundation
to build on ...''
- Rachel IIIias

"I had been a psych major just because
I was interested in helping people, and
people's experiences and I had always
loved sports and stayed involved and all of
a sudden I realized I could combine the two
into a career," she said.

What is Easter all about?

Throughout her career Shannon has
worked with all ages and levels of athletes,
but took time to reflect on her experience
working with college students. "I love
college athletics. I think it is such an
amazing culture to work within and I think
the student-athletes I've worked with here
and elsewhere have just been some of the
most motivated, dedicated people I've had
the privilege of knowing," she said.
Referring to mental game she said, "At
this level, that's the key between being
a good player and a great player. I think
that's the key for teams being successful
or OK, average." She continued, "The
biggest thing I see happen across all sports
and really all levels, is getting in our own
way. When that's not in place, then all of a
sudden all the physical work we've done
can't be there."

ith Easter and Holy Week having
passed, you might be asking yourself
what this entire week meant. Well, here's a
quick summary if you don't know what it's
about and would like to be informed.

W

Preparation for
the Long Trek Overseas
ver since my freshman year at
Regis University I've wanted to
study abroad and experience life and
school in a foreign country. Now that
the day has finally arrived, I am faced
with an incredible amount of work to
do before departing to Seville, Spain.

Holy Week, also called the Great Week,
starts the Friday before Palm Sunday,
which is the Sunday before Easter. This
Friday is called the Friday of Sorrows
because the feast of Our Lady of Sorrows
is held on this day. After this comes Palm
Sunday, which got its name because the
Gospel story of Jesus riding into Jerusalem
on a donkey is read in mass on this day.
It is said that while Jesus was riding in,
people placed palms on the ground in front
him for the donkey to walk on.
The following three days- Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday-are known as a
Feria because no saint or feast is celebrated
on those days. Holy Thursday, or Maundy
Thursday in some traditions, is the day
that the Last Supper is recalled and the
distribution and blessing of the Eucharist is
remembered. It is called Maundy Thursday
because it is derived from "mandatum
novurn do" ("A new commandment I give
unto you"), the first word in a statement
Jesus told the Apostles explaining the
significance of washing their feet.

Good Friday follows Holy Thursday.
Many ask why it's called Good Friday,
considering that it is the day that Christ
died. In fact, no one really knows why.
Many speculate that it is called 'good'
because it was good that we were saved by
Christ's sacrifice. No mass is allowed to be
offered this day and it is also considered a
day of fasting in some traditions.
No mass is celebrated on Holy Saturday
either. Rather, it is considered a day
on which to meditate on Christ and in
anticipation of the Resurrection.
Easter Sunday is the celebration of the
Resurrection of Christ. It is the day that
Christ came back from the dead just as
He said He would. This day is no longer
considered a part of Holy Week but instead
the beginning of the new liturgical season
of Eastertide which lasts for 50 days until
Pentecost Sunday.
There you have it! The most important
week of the Catholic Church explained!
And just a side-note: Easter Sunday is
the main reason why Sunday is a day of
worship throughout the year.

"The world of sports psychology has
really expanded outside of just athletics
to anywhere where you're in a performing
situation, which has been from performing
artists to surgeons to CEOs who have
to give big talks," Shannon said.
"Performance is performance whether it's
in the classroom or on the field; there are
still a lot of elements of mental game that
come into play."
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While working on the mental part of sports
is very important for student-athletes,
mental stamina is applicable to all students,
especially with finals quickly approaching.

Junior softball player Rachel IIIias agrees
on the importance of mental toughness to
success in athletics. She says, "Especially
in my sport, the mental game and mental
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toughness plays a huge role. If you are
solid up top, you have a better foundation
to build on, which makes you harder to
beat. Working on my mental game has
made me a better competitor and helped
me understand what my goals are and how
I'm capable of reaching them."

Although it is a lot of work, it is
definitely manageable when working
with Mary Cook, the coordinator of
study abroad, because she makes sure
every student is well prepared the
semester before they leave.
First, if any student has the slightest
interest in studying abroad, they should
stop by the Study Abroad Office in
Loyola to gather information on the
matter. Mary has a plethora of books
and informational packets that can
assist in choosing the country and city
that best fits each student. After doing
my research, I was given an application
and began the process. When studying
in a different country, there are a
multitude of programs to choose from,
including International Studies Abroad
and American Institute for Foreign
Studies, which both work with Regis
and allow students to transfer credits
while providing the student with the
best possible experience.
Once the study abroad application
through Regis is completed, the
student must apply through one of
the programs, which usually happens
after a student has chosen a city within
the country of their choice. When I
chose Seville, I recognized that ISA
had a program with a university in that
city and I decided to apply for a fall

semester there. This part may be tedious,
as the program often asks for paperwork
to be filled out and scanned while also
requesting a current transcript. Sending
this information is vital and it brings a
student one step closer to getting out of
the country and into an unforgettable
experience.
Prior to the end of the semester, every
student is required to get a physical by
Regis, which the Study Abroad Office
pays for. The physical must be done in
the Regis Health Service Center in the
Coors Life Directions Center, but the
appointment is quick and easy-Qne more
thing to check off the list!
Before all of the information from the
program starts flooding in, each student
must attend the mandatory study abroad
meeting with Mary Cook, who invites a
few students who have studied abroad
in the past to give insight and answer
questions. This meeting is crucial and
the information is meant to open the
students' eyes to what could happen or
any problems that may arise and how to
handle it.
Finally, each student must set up a
meeting with their advisor in order
to make sure the classes taken in the
university abroad can transfer as credits
for classes necessary at Regis. Leaving
the country can be quite frightening and
nerve-wracking, and I must admit I am
a tad nervous for the experience, but all
the people I've spoken with said their
experience was amazing. The excitement
definitely outweighs the nerves and I
cannot wait to hop on the plane and make
memories in Spain!

Summer Sweet Spots
David Macias Staff Writer

Little Man Ice Cream

Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream Shop

Amore Gelato

ummer is just around the comer. You
all know what that means ... ice cream!
Aside from going to the store for a quart of
ice cream or to Dairy Queen for a Blizzard,
wouldn't you like to know where the best
ice cream in Denver can be found? If you
love ice cream, then you should give these
places a try!

2620 16th St., Denver, Colo. 80211
(303) 455-3811

2339 E. Evans Ave., Denver, Colo. 80210
(303) 733-8878

535 16th Street Mall, Denver, Colo. 80202
(303) 825-0609

The number one talked about ice cream
shop in and around Regis, Little Man
serves flavors that you just can't beat, like
Honey Almond. Take any of their awesome
flavors and throw them in floats, splits and
malts and you have an ice cream shop that
you'll find nowhere else. It may just be
the best ice cream place in Denver. Don't
let the address confuse you though; it's in
the Highlands, not downtown on the 16th
Street Mall.

Did you even know we had a Ben & Jerry's
nearby? It's not as close as the other shops
listed. If you have the time or if you're in
the University of Denver area, make sure
to visit. It's a place that you should go
to at least once despite its distance from
campus. They have flavors that no one else
can claim. Plus, they have their new Core
ice cream in a pint that is unquestionably
worth buying!

Okay, so it's not exactly an ice cream place,
but that doesn't mean it isn't good. Their
frozen yogurt is magnificent. You may
have seen it while walking downtown. Just
go! Plus, it's a really great place for a first
date. You could then go for a walk with
your date on 16th Street Mall. Its location
makes it a great place to relax and peoplewatch.
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These are listed in no particular order.

Sweet Cow
3475 W. 32nd Ave, Denver, Colo. 80211
(303) 477-3269

Ziggy's Frozen Yogurt
Sweet Action Ice Cream

Cold Stone Creamery
Right off the comer of Lowell and 32nd, it's
local, it's lovable and it just has awesome
ice cream. They also serve floats. It sells
for a decent price. Many Regis community
members may have already heard of this
place and tried it. If you haven 't, then this
should be your very first stop for ice cream
once you've completed your last final. You
might just be surprised that it took you so
long to give it a chance.

5545 Wadsworth Bypass, Arvada, Colo.
80002
(303) 424-9900
Yes, it is a chain. Is that bad? No. Cold
Stone has specialty cones and shakes that
you can't get anywhere else. They offer
a huge variety to choose from and it is
decently priced compared to other ice
cream shops on the list. A great place to
go after you watch a movie or anytime at
all.

1553 Platte St. #I 05, Denver, Colo. 80202
(303) 495-5676

52 Broadway, Denver, Colo. 80203
(303) 282-4645
One of the lesser known ice cream joints
in Denver, it is nonetheless one of the best.
It's also a little further from campus. Don't
let that discourage you because the ice
cream is made from scratch and only from
fresh, Colo. dairy. What's not to like?

Students Shift
to Outdoors to
Explore, Grow

Yes, I know, another frozen yogurt place.
But what makes Ziggy's so special? Well,
it's close, it has amazing FroYo flavors like
watermelon and it is home to Denver's one
and only Dirty Cookie. Beside the frozen
yogurt, it is recommended that you buy a
cookie because, well, they taste amazing!
Their cookies are delicious to eat and their
frozen yogurt has variety that is hard to
find elsewhere.
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Craft Comer

Materials:
• Key of your choice

• String, yarn, or hemp
• Hot glue gun

• Beads
Sofi Torres STAFF WRITER

"The Regis University Outdoor
Adventure
Program
connects
students together to leam outside the
classroom through healthy, active and
social experiences in nature.
The OAP promotes personal growth,
life lessons and environmental
stewardship in a way that is
challenging and stimulating for the
body and mind. The goal of OAP is
to build technical skills and c/ra/lenge
you in the beauty and wonder of the
outdoors. "
-OAP Mission Statement

A

s Regis' Outdoor Adventure Program,
more commonly known as OAP,
brings their year to a close, they spend time
discussing this past year's adventures along
with their future plans with the Highlander.

• This past school year, OAP sponsored
numerous trips ranging from day hikes
to weekend white water rafting trips to
weeklong backpacking trips through the
Redwoods National Forest in Northern
California. The smaller day trips average
around 10 people per trip, while the bigger,

•

multi-day trips can host between 15 and 20
people.
OAP is a small program and while they
do some amazing things at relatively low
prices, not too many people are aware
of their trips. OAP not only offers all of
these cool and unique trips, but they teach
their participants many unique skills, the
type of skills that cannot easily be learned
elsewhere. Participants on OAP trips learn
such things as proper camping etiquette,
rock climbing, ice climbing, how to hike
in snowshoes, how to camp in the winter,
bow to go on multiday hikes and even
how to ski. They learn these skills while
also learning about the Colo. terrain and
wildlife. Is there a more perfect place to
learn about the outdoors than the middle of
the Rocky Mountains?
OAP is already busy planning for next
year. Their focus is mainly on bigger, more
unique trips in Colo. They aren't neglecting
those day hikes though! While trying to
broaden and add to their bigger trips, OAP
is also trying to find new cool places to
explore in Colo. Keep on the lookout next
semester for OAP announcements of cool
trips and opportunities!

Instructions:
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Year-End Stress Can Take-Its Toll
Emily Barad b'TER." W

without them.
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ue to the immense workload, dead
week and finals week are the most
stressful times of the year for any college
student.

D

Because of this, some students are turning
to stimulants like Adderall to stay alert
during their study sessions. In fact, recent
studies report that one third of college
students admit to using these types of drugs
to increase concentration and alertness
during these two weeks. For this reason,
Regis University provides students with
information on prescription drug abuse
as well as tips to get through these times

Prescription drugs, especially stimulants,
are Level One substances, meaning that
having them in your possession without
having a prescription may actually get you
arrested. These drugs, especially Adderall,
also have side effects that can drastically
affect those who don't know what to
expect. For example, Adderall can cause
bad headaches, stomachaches and even
increase the amount of time it takes to fall
asleep.
Another commonly used drug is marijuana.
For some people, the drug calms nerves
and increases concentration levels.

However, smoking can have negative
effects on studying so the use of it is highly
discouraged.

function, allowing for better concentration
and more alertness. Plus, it relieves stress
quicker and easier than a prescription drug.

So what are some healthy ways to prepare
for the final push of the school year?

When studying, take breaks and let your
brain rest because this will help you store
information more efficiently.

First of all, eat better. Increasing the
amount of protein in the diet will increase
concentration. If you are going somewhere
to study, bring along vegetables, nuts,
fruits and other healthy snacks. Avoid
candy and other unhealthy snacks because
they decrease productivity.
Another important way to avoid finals stress
is to exercise. Exercise increases brain

Lastly, stay confident; you've spent all
semester preparing and you have this under
control.
Drugs are not the smart choice during
the last two weeks of school. Trade the
stimulants and other drugs for healthier
choices that actually help in the long run.

Grandin Calls for New Educational Models
David Macias STAn· WRITER
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emple Grandin spoke in the St. John
Francis Regis Chapel on April 14. Her
talk was titled "Different Kinds of Minds."

Her designs for cattle management have
been incorporated into hundreds of
installations across the United States. She
teaches animal science at Colorado State
University.

Grandin has been named one of Time's
most influential people in the world. She
is an expert in both autism and livestock
handling, an author, activist and speaker.

Her talk was sponsored by Regis
University's Institute on the Common
Good and Student Disability Services. In
an amazing talk about how everyone thinks

T

differently, Temple spoke of childcare and
enriching a child's life. She talked about
how we should all find our passion in life
and focus more on our strengths than our
weaknesses. We all think differently and
that's good! We need people who think
differently in order to achieve the most we
can.

system has been taken over by non-visual
thinkers who have made everything so
abstract" said Temple, referring to the
universities she observed. Grandin called
for a system in which all types of thinking
are appreciated. It might take a while, but
as long as we appreciate others and work
together, we can live in a world where that
is possible.

"I'm really disappointed that the education

Bowie To Take Reins as RU's New Academic Dean
David Macias STAFF W
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homas Bowie was selected as the new
academic dean for Regis University.
Dr. Bowie has been director of the Honors
Program since 2004 and director of the
Integrative Teaching Institute since 20 I 0.
With a Ph.D. in English from Brown
University, Bowie has shown great love for
academic excellence, student involvement
and great interest in the academic growth
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of both Regis University and its students.
As any of his students can tell you,
Bowie is one of the most exceptional and
outstanding professors that Regis is proud
to have. His mentoring and advising has
led students towards incredible graduate
schools and amazing scholarships.
More than humble about his appointment
as the new academic dean, Bowie said, "At
Regis, we are in the business of formation;

the formation of fully realized, deeply
thoughtful and caring human beings. We
are taking the rich legacy of the Jesuit
tradition and translating it into what we
do today: preparing students for a life of
human flourishing."
Bowie begins his duties as academic
dean on June I. Many are stuck in the
anticipation of having to wait until the
fall semester of the upcoming school year

to see him cany out the important and
respected job of academic dean of Regis
University. Not only is be expected to bring
new academic vigor to Regis; people from
across the Regis community predict he will
go above and beyond his duties to uphold
the ideals that make Regis University the
great learning institution that it is.

